Free our friends! - Call for donation
On December 10th, during an unannounced fire safety control, which began at 5:00 AM, two
residents of the Gerhart-Hauptmann School were awoken and arrested. As disrespectfully as
possible, a further resident was arrested the following day during the memorial service for refugee
activist Sista Mimi in front of the school. Sista Mimi was an activist who lived and struggled in the
school who passed away on the afternoon of December 10th. Our friends have been in pre-trial
custody in the prison JVA Moabit since then.
Currently neither there is neither an indictment nor a trial date. It is clear that warrants were issued
based on accusations from the time of the roof occupation in June/July 2014
We, the support group TWAS – Together We Are Strong – are trying now to support the three
activists insofar as possible in their isolated days. With the understanding of those in prison, we
regularly transfer money to their JVA account, in order to break their isolation (for telephone cards,
stamps, radio, televesion, etc.). In addition, we are organizing clothing, books, and other ways of
passing the time, we send letters and packages and coordinate the strongly limited visitor hours they
are allowed ( twice a month for one hour) and we are in contact with their lawyers. Donations are
also used to cover the lawyers’ fees.
Support our people in prison!
Every euro and every letter count!
Solidarity knows no walls!
Together we are strong!
Bank account:
ARIBA e.V./ ReachOut
Bank für Sozialwirtschaft
IBAN: DE65 1002 0500 0003 2448 01
BIC: BFSWDE33BER
Reason for payment: TWAS
eMail:
twas@riseup.net
Infos:
http://www.oplatz.net/
http://ohlauerinfopoint.wordpress.com/
„i have been locked by the lawless.
Handcuffed by the haters.
Gagged by the greedy.
And, if i know anything at all,
it's that a wall is just a wall
and nothing more at all.
It can be broken down.

i believe in living
i believe in birth.
i believe in the sweat of love
and in the fire of truth.“
Assata Shakur

